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Police Students

Number

A tryout rally for positions as yell leaders and song gir:s for fall

138

quarter is scheduled for 12:30 today on the turf next to the Student
Union, Glenn Stewart, Rally committee chairman, announced.

c Shooting

"We invite all students to come out and cheer for their favorite
candidate," Stewart said. "Approval of spectators will indicate to

Spardi Gras Booths
To Be Constructed
On San Carlos Turf

’s the
This just goes to show that the the police pistol team NI
Cops can shoot. Here on their boys show close they came to the
target range they practice reg- bulls’ eye. Reading from left to
right are: Herbert (Bud) Herularly. Jim McDonald, captain of

ROTC Holds Elections
Four final candidates for queen of the Military ball have been
chosen for the run-off elections tomorrow, Mal Snook, queen contest
chairman, announced Friday. Chosen to vie in the run-off are
bare Downs, Rita Rabenstein, Marie Gavin, and Frances Chiala.
These contestants are being sponsored by graduatiog ROTC students.
The final selection will be open to
the entire corps.
The winner and her three attendants will be announced Friday. She will he presented at the
ball during a half hour KSJO
originating from the
broadcast
Empire room of tlw Hotel Sainte,
Claire. The .Queen will also par-,
ticipate in the commissioning ceremonies June 10, when she will
receive the colors.
The second annual Military ball
will be held Friday. at the Hotel
Sainte Claire. The dance, with 300
expected couples in attendance,
will last from 9 p.m. -1 a.m.
Two 15-foot sabers supported
by lattice work of gardenias will
grace the entrance to the Silver
Saber-sponsored affair. Girls kill
carry out the theme by wearing
gardenias, while cadeta will be In
dress uniform.
Disc jockey Frank Darien will
entertain as master of ceremonies.
The radio show will be under the
direction of Robert Barmettler.
Fran Wildman is heading the committee on decorations.

’Pay Legislators,’
Churchman Prays
Rev.
SACRAMENTO (UP)
Torrance PhehAs, chaplain of the
state assembly, in his morning
prayer Friday, took notice of a
burning issue with assemblymen.
Legislators’ $12-a -day for 100
days ran out Wednesday, Phelps
said:
"May the citizens of this fabulous state not expret their representatives, who must tre experts
In civic affairs, to work for nothing and live merely on the honor
of being an aasemblyman . . .
"The laborer is worthy of his
hire."
The assembly gave him a rising vote of thanks for the prayer.

Booth s

e

AU organtsationx that have
net checked Oa Waft for Awn
Ora’ booths are asked to meet
at 1:30 p.m. today in reset IS,
by booth eonsitruction chairman
Lou ,Jano.

Court AsksChange
I
n Election Date
New election dates for the ropresentative-at-large positions will
be recommended by the Student
Court in a regular meeting of the
Student Council today at 4:30 p.m.
In the opinion of ASH President
Toni Wall,’ the primary probably
will be held during the Wednesday run-offs for other ASH posts.1

There will be at least 37 booths
for the Spardi Gras celebrations,
announced Lou Jano, booth construction chairman, Friday. The
booths, situated on tile San Carlos
turf between the Men’s gym and
the ROTC units, have been randomly spaced. Jano said ’that all
of the concessions will have a 13foot frontage, except for the five
shows. The main stage will be on
the San Carlos side of the area.
Visitors to the 1949 Spardi Gras,
said Juno, will find "saloons."
"missions", all noting galleries,
games of chance, ice cream parlors, lemonade, cokes and chow
mien cafes. "There will be veerything at hand to dispel boredom,"
he grinned.
Construction will be started by
noon, Thursday, June 2, and the
construction committee will supply floodlights to facilitate night
working. The committee will mark
off the booth spaces in lime to
insure proper placement.
Chairman Jano said that the
. booths should be left up until Satvey, Deputy Chief Don I.r,t
Jim Oliver, pad 4int McDonald: urday night for the folk dance
photo by Hasse festival Saturday. "However," he
captain.
I said. "everything the organizations want to save from their
booths should be taken down Sat urday night. The clean-up crew
will tear everything down Sunday
morning."

Observers Praise
Police Open House ,
IMpenst . in Ilse open house Friday at the Police school was
tense. according to spectators and
directors of the event. A complete
range of law enforcement equipment was displayed with students
and faculty members -torividing
explanations,
’The students did a wonderful
job preparing and directing the
open house," said Mr. Willard E.
Schmidt, director of the department. "I feel that all our visitors
were highly pleased. We did not
expect to offer the type of display
the Engineering department had,
since police work does not require
as much equipment."
Several hundred visitant witnested the open house and judo
ezbibitions. A brief commentary
was provided by Mr. Peter M.
Krititovich. assistant police professor, for the two judo demonstrations.
The first annual reunion dinner
at Wieland’s Brewery featured a
half-ton can -can chorus composed
of Bert "Dawn" McCarty, Glerm
"Fifi" Ellis. Paul "Frenchy" Poelle, Lloyd Luther, Dean "Scarlet"
Patrick, annd Gerald "Bubbles"
The Police school Glee
Myers.
club. a Sam Shovel skit and community sing completed the evening.

’French-Honor Club
Has Soiree Tonight
From 7 to 9:30 p.m. toitiglit, the
interior of the Student Onion
building will be transformed to resembk. a French salon on New
Year’s. Eve, by Iota Delta Phi,
French honor society, for presentation of its "Soiree a. la Francais."
A display of rare objects, ineluding Bill Ziegler’s collection of
French firearms and Georgette
Paris’ hand-painted scarfs, will be
Tourist information on
_Shown.
travel in France, rare books, and
the society album, an 18-year record of activities, will be open to
view. Flowers and perfumes will
fill’the room.
Besides the exhibit, entertainment is in store. Included will be
two short plays, an audience songfest, and a pantomime of the cancan by a chorus of six under the
direction of "Rocky" Stone. Lulu
Bergstrom, chanteuse and mimic
from the University of California,
will sing modern French songs. A
gustatory treat, consisting of coffee and "croissants", will be served in the traditional sidewalk
style.

Judges who will be most capable
of handling tl!e positions next
year."
Yell leaders are chosen by the
Student Council, and song girls
are chosen by a panel of ten members of the Rally committee, two
members of the Student Council
and two members of the hand.
Persons %%hi) would like to try
out In the rally hut h-ve not submitted an application may come
to the platform at 12:30 anti inform officials, Stewart said.
"Contestants may try out individually or as a team," Stewart
added, "but it should be understood that selection will be based
upon each individual as a separate contestant."

’The Reed’ on Sale
Wednesday Morn
"The Reed", which goes on sale
Wednesday, will contain many
prize winners of the Phelan competition, according to Dr. James
0. Wood, of the English demistment.
"It is greatly superior to last
year. The material is of professional caliber," said Dr. Raymond
W. Barry, head of the English
department, commenting on this
year’s issue.
Copies of "The Reed" can. he
reserved in advance by leaving
your name and 25e at the English department office. "The Reed"
will go on sale at 7:30 a.m. Wednesday in the Library arch, the
lobby 01 the Administration buildi ins. the corridor of the Horne Et’ onomics building, and several an announced plaoes on the Alava".
This year’s issue of "The.
d"
’willi
contain
40 pages of short
[stories, essays, sketches, and poems. The larger, more compact
issue, and increased prinfing expenses, brought the cost per copy
over the 25c which it sells for,
according to Dr. Wood. "However,
due to the great demand. we will
have 1000 copies for. sale this
year. This is twice as many as we
sold last year. We hope students
will send copies to their fritirls
and relatives," he added.
.

E

to Purchase
Bridges Arises

SACRAMENTO, May 23 -(UP)
The Assembly governmental efficiency committee Friday, recommended passage of a bill providing
for state purchase of the Dumbarton and San Mateo bridges across
San Francisco Bay south of San
Francisco.
The bills were introduced by
Assemblyman Richard J. Dolwig,
R., South San Francisco. He said
state purchase of the bridges
would save motorists $3,000,000 in
tolls in future years.

Cir igliano Discloses Rules, Regulations
For ’49 Spardi Gras to Spartan Daily

The entire at -large results were
Invalidated by an "error in mimeRules and regulations governing
ographing" which failed to give the 1949 Spardi Gras were outthe seniors a vote for that posi- lined Friday by chairman Dick
tion.
Cirigliano in a session with Spartan Daily executives.
The council also will consider
The rules for the all -day celeBarbara Price or Stan Roberts for 1:oration June 3 are as follows:
appointment to the position of reI. No classes on Spardi Gras
presentative -at -large of the Revel- day.
ries committee.
2. Festivities begin at 8:30 a.m.,
Under old business, the agenda and the official opening will be at
calls for repeat discussion on a 1:00 p.m. on the Spardi Gras
joint plan for construction of a grounds adjoining the Men’s gym.
S. The student body shall emcabinate near the harbeque pits
police officers, uniformed or
ploy
by Epsilon Pi Tau, Industrial Arts
fraternity, and Alpha Phi Omega, in plain clothes, to handle (WWIpline. prevent drinking, and eject
service fraternity.
drunks and disturbera.
4. Non -college talent shall not
The agenda indicates that council members heading committees be used for the queen contest.
will be asked to make detailed
5. Any vehicle, horse, or movreports for the benefit of the in- able object decorated In the 49er
theme will be accepted by the
coming members for next year.

Spardi Gras committee for the
parade.
6. There will be no booth construction (except decoration), no
wearing of costumes, and no operation of public address systems
between 9 a.m. and 12:45 p.m. on
Spardi Gras day.
7. There shall be no concessions
involving gambling, cruelty to animals, or -the use of breakable items such as bottles, light bulbs,
phonograph records or eggs.
8. Automobiles will not be permitted on the campus without
special permission. Concesshaksires must see that delivery trucks
keep off the lawns.
9. Clean-up shall be covered by
a charge upon the concessionaires
and/or participants.
maintaining
I
10. Organizations

concessions -’must be accompanied
by their faculty advisers or des ignated substitutes. Organizations
will be ineligible to compete in
any contest unless their faculty
advisers or substitutes are present on the Spardi Gras grounds.
11. Booth construction will begin Thursday, June 2, at noon, be
discontinued between 7 p.m. and
10:30 p.m., and then may resume
until 7 a.m. on Spardi Gras mornF ac ulty participation In
Spardi Gras will be encouraged. A
simple costume requirement will
be imposed which may involve the
wearing of arm bands.
13. Should there be any infringement of the rules set forth
by the Spardi Gras committee,
Immediate disciplinary action will
be taken by the Student Court.

4/
es/
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Editorial

,

Seekers Outnumber Jobs
David L. Cohn, writing in the May issue of The Atlantic Monlh-,
ly, has posed a thorny question along the lines of education. Mr.
Cohn would like to know -who will do the dirty work.- He contends
that in their mad rush to -better their station in life," Americans are
quickly forgetting about th.e physical work that must be done.
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The team of Ginger Rogers and
Fred Astaire are back in a new
musical, now showing at the California theater, bigger and. better
"Barkleys of
The
than ever.
province
the
within
is
not
wrong
or
Whether Mr. Cohn is right
Broadway" tells of a musical comof this editorial, but it would appear that in some phases of our
edy couple and its troubles. Fred
educational training this country has met, full force, the laws of dimin- and Ginger seem glad’ to be back
ishing return. The cold fact is that there will soon be more college together on the screen and to
graduates than there are jobs for them in their chosen field.
make the audience glad to have
them back.
The Veterans Administration comes up with the realistic figures
Otneer. playa the wife and donee
+h
by 1950 close to 50,000 engineers will be graduated, as against partner Welt but’ when sedans
an annual replacement of 7,000. Lawyers have already become a drama enters the plot, reality
surplus commodity, yet the waiting lists are long and future law grad
uotes continue to flock to universities and colleges. There is no longer
a need for personnel men and the fields of cocial science, English, and
physical education are becoming overcrowded.

Two of America’s most persistent ambitions, to give the best
possible education to its citizens and to increase their material wealth,
have begun to run counter to each other. This poses the question,
if we continue to educate students the way we now do, wil lnot indus*les have a difficult time maintaining their present volume of pro(Action?
It is revealing that over 80 per cent of high school graduates
tile limited to one form or the other of the liberal arts or the routine
varieties of the white collar jobs. Four per cent are now attending
industrial or trade schools, six per cent are being prepared for agric’ulture, and eight per cent are concentrating on courses with ambiguous titles. It is self-evident that the United States is replenishing
scarcely half of its total skilled labor force.

There is probably no single cure-all for this American dilemma.
Educators, to some extent, are aware of the problem. There are
many, however, that are not aware of the seriousness of the circum.
stave. The student’s choice of the future will continue to be governed
by’ amount of social prestige that is atached to the work, for Americans are acutely aware of social value. We are not keen on accepting
jobs that hove no dignity. Dignity, that is, by our standards.
DICK WATRY

Art Butler Goes
Spardi Gras Ma
By JOHN ROMERO
Comin’, at you right between the eyes with both barrels ladeez
and gentlmin’, is Spardi Gras contest chairman Art Butler’s prodigious
array of endurance tests and contests for the 1949 fiesta, Spardi Gras.
This lad Butler (who some of you by now must be firmly convinced
has two heads), must harbor some secret grudge against the entire
sttnient body ’judging by the eon - ,
teals he has eleterly
For instance, ’Russian Roulette,’
the contest where everybody loses,
"Ugly Man," where the ugliset
man on campus is to be chosen,
and "Koolie Klammer" where everybody straps on garbage can lids
for shoes and goes running around
the grounds are but a few of the
predicaments in which Butler
hopes to ensnare unwary Spartans.
Not a Bad Guy!
Butler isn’t a had guy though -he and Cohort Dick Hoffman have
oh t a ined merchandise orders,
clothes, and prizes from just about
every merchant in town for the
winners.
Let’s look over a few of the
ideas Butler has in mind. The,
"Race for Gold" will be a novel
attraction, end should provide a
good day’s work for the local ambulance services, sea Butler.
4

The idea is to get something
that will move, hire ten guys or
gals to pull, push, tow, or kick it,
and then try to beat everybody
else back to the finish line. This
will result in, to coin a phrase organized mayhem. The winner gets
two miles of dental floss.
Survivors will struggle over and
play "Nudge the Nugget" which
consists of pushing spuds across
the Spardi Gras grounds with

NEW SHIPMENT
Records and Albums
classic
poputer

.1/2

ptice

Young’s Little Book Shop
70
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one’s nose. The winner of this affair gets Art Butler.
Drink Up Mate
If you’re a drinking man, then
hie yourself over to the "Cider
Chug-A -Lug" contest and see how
much cider you can- guzzle while
seated on the lap of your fair
lady. If your girl doesn’t like this,
then she may have a chance towin half of the "Big Shoe, Little
Shoe" contest.
This should prove very interesting, to say the least. The object
is to find the male and female
Spartan with the smallest and
largest feet, and give ’em a prize.
Nice, hut Butler tI4 working on
the assumption that men have
big feet, and women small ones
. . that’s his assumption anyway. If your gal wears a size 15,
you better keep her at home, Jack.
"Gulp the Goods"
is an old
standby. The guy with the biggest
mouth usually wins this pie eating contest. Stomach pumps will
be on hand from nearby hospitals.
according to Butler. The winner
gets a fresh baked apple. pie.
Bring the Family
Butler even works the kids into
Spardi Gras in a race which he
appropriately dubs the "Olfspring
Scramble". The winning brat gels
the works a far as baby accessories are concerned.
"Look for the Loot" Is a novel
idea which should make for a
clean cainpus. A few days before
Spardi t:ras, Butler and Hoffman
will hide something on the campus, and the student finding it
turns it la on Spaidl c;rae day
and pkas...filmself up some lush
prizes.
The trouble is that nobody but
Butler and Hoffman know, what
the thing is that everybody will
iqok for, and they won’t tell. You’ll know it when you find it," says
Butler reassuringly. Therefore,
nObody can afford to pass even a
scrap of paper by without an examination.
This Butler and Hoffman ain’t
te chinth!

Great!

leaVen it: A91414111 Bernhardt she
mind reel* tI4’ Presets’ (sttidertta’
of FrOfttti. take’ betedon’t eorri
the accent), the Marsallies, In a
scene that, flops completely.
Fred dances his way through
the movie with the greatest of
ease plus some very convincing
acting. As the husband, scorned
for drama and a highbrow playwright, he manages to convince
even us that he is unhappy, His
shoe dance is one of the best routines seen in many a day. See only
the one dance and you receive
yotir money’s worth.
Don’t miss the "Barkleys of
Broad*ay."
The second feature, "The Lucky
Stiff," Is above average for an
"also" picture. Dorothy Lamour,
Brian Donlevy, and Claire Trivor
worry their way through this Jack
Benny production in a likeable
way.
N011110011111110000/0011~0000000~a

Trading Post,’
By
AL WILLIAMSON

. . cootchie, cootchiel!"

adulates of ’99
eturn to SJSC

By CHUCK CZUBIAK
Lest we forget!! ’’It only seemed like yesterday, but it happened
50 years ago," undoubtedly will be the reminiscent thought lingering
in the minds of "golden grads" when they meet on the SJSC campus
on June 4. This year the class of ’99 will be honored.
,Thers.e golden grads, though their sheepskins may have withered
through the years, will be sure to , reeding class will form a link, it
wander about the campus ()beery- I was explained. There were 25
ing with curiosity the things about members present in the first meet them, wondering probably where ing. In 1937 the grads were repthat certain tree disappeared and resented by the class of 1874 (the
whr this was added to sort of oldest present).
distort the campus appearance of
In 1943, the class honored the
good old Normal days. But come late Mrs. Lou Henry Hoover, wife
what may, It’s a cinch that they’ll of Herbert Hoover. She graduated
be happy to he hack on their old in 1893.
stomping grounds once again.
Establish Funk
Fifty-Two Invited
Each year the class honored
This year postcards have been elects officers for the following
sent to 52 golden grads, asking year. This year the class of ’99
them to meet in room 1, Art will rule over all classes who have
building, by 10 a.rri. _At- 11:45 a graduated at teast_51 years ago.
mo-Ai concerning California will
In 1943, the Golden Gracks esbe shown in the Little Theater. tablished the Lou Henry Hoover
Registration and sale of luncheon and the William
D. Langdon scholtickets will take place at 12:30 in arship funds.
room 1. the art building.
In 1947 the meeting was dediThe Golden Grads, established cated to
Mr. Evans T. Pettit of
Mar. 22, 1937, by Dr. T. W. Mac- Cupertino.
The oldest SJSC gradQuarrie, who is an honorary memthen, he died last year at the age
ber, m4et every year at SJSC. At of 102.
that time, Dr. MacQuarrie imited
Miss Williams stated that Dr.
all graduates of 50 years or more
MacQuarrie envisions the day
to join.
when the Golden Grads will be
Mrs. N. E. Oliver Angell, class the parent organization of a naof ’86, was instituted as the first tional organization.
president. After serving actively,
for three years, she was made
honorary president.

1."1111.411411111"1411411.111114/111.11".
th is story has a moral: Tommy
Hannah, age three, notable as the
son of Michigan State college president John Hannah, swallowed a
hairpin. It seems young Tommy
was being
mother.
"Tommy," writes the Michigan
Stale News, "was in a playful
as lautoikhIngd. hehayrtihlyis.
mood id was
Dine-of Mrs.. Han-fifths hairpins fell
into his open mouth." For the sake
of the record, the hairpin finally
lodged in young Tommy’s er, stomach.
Moral: young boys should never
laugh heartily while their mothers are putting them to bed.
One peerless publication, the
"Chpsheet,"
always gets
in a
healthy swing at Ole Demon Rum.
We see by a recent edition that
a mother of two young ones was
coerced into joining a sinister
couple in a drug store robbery
plan. However, this mother got a
chance to phone the police when
the couple left her to get a beer.
It:s plain that the Cilpsheet is
Honor Alma Mater
saying this: If ,you are planning
"The object of the Golden Gra is
to rob a drug store and have co- is to form something of a connectMORNING
erced a mother into helping you, ing link that will hold these gi at’s
NOON
neversgo out for a beer first.
in a 7laser. friendlier and more
NIGHT
Apparently the sports editor for social erganization," state I Miss
Open 24 Hours
a weekly thing published by San Carrie Williams, acting presideta
Diego State has been drumming and secretary of the class of ’98.
If’s The
for better athletic competition, "We hope to help keep alive the
namely PCC teams. Our hero of purpo5.e, spirit an dtraditten
the day, however, is student Bob- our alma mat(.’" she added.
40 E. SANTA CLARA
by Boone.
The name "Golden Grads" means
Closed Wdnidays
Student Boone, In a letter to a golden chain of which each suethe editor, cited San Jose State’
record In boxing, basketball, and
football. Then he asked Aztee
sports editor McDonald why the
Aztecs didn’t
on
concentrate
squashing the Spartans first.
However, a very sly fellow named Ed Note, answered for editor
McDonald; evading the question
quite neatly.
e
Said Mate: "Santa Baetatra
Used Standard & Portable Machines For Sale
crushed the SJSC Basketeers this
Also New Portables
year." Note also pointed out that
P1Nt
the SParian4 have reignetl au--;
UNOERWOOD
ROYAL
REMINGTON
prente in boxing tor’ So ions be- ILCORONA
Es. 1900
.
Catlin SJSC’competoi ’MTh OW
G. A. BLANCHARD
2456.
incifst.,
B4349
one oefiet school’ hf the tparr.
’

LOOK NO FURTHER
For The Finett Food

HASTY-TASTY

TYPEWRITERS
for rent
SAN JOSE TYPEWRITER CO.
Special Rental Rates for Students
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Queen Candidates Songwriters Jo ,Get I R Club Speaker
Serge Ponomareff
Start ’49 Rallies :’:5 .in Prize Money
Rallies for the promotion of
1949 Spardi Gras queen candidates will begin at 7 p.m. tomorrow and will terminate Wednesday night, Spardi Gras publicity
director Dick McGlinchey announced recently.
The Spardi Gras committee has
set the following times for the
rallies, which are to be held in
the Morris Wiley auditorium:
Tuesday: Mary Lynn Brant,
Kappa Kappa Gannua.aud Kappa
Alpha, 7 p.m.;: Demise Bunhae11,
Sigma Gamma Omega and Alpha
CM Omega,- 7:45; Gloria Cat hey,
; Lambda Chi Alpha. and Delta Zeta, MO.
Wednesday Elvie
Andeeion,
Alpha Phi and Sigma Alpha Epsilon, 7 p.m.; Nan Hartley, Delta
Gamma and Theta Mu Sigma,
7:30: Cherieen Chew. Delta Upsilon and Chl Omega, 8:00; Nancy
Martin, Delta Theta Omega and
Kappa Alpha Theta, 8:30.
McGiinchey also announced that
candidates .appearing ’Tuesday
night will beinterviewed on "Cell
13" at ,12.10 that nighLoWednesdays candidates will appear on
the show, .Wednesday night.

Mpestfrormortleld
Ihcfgrotignfreligy
’Is Our Foreign Policy Leading
Towards’ Peace or -War?" is the a
question of the Speech and Drama
department’s spring quarter campus forum meeting to be held in
Morris Daily auditorium at 8 p.
ne Thursday.
The campus forum is held each
quarter under the supervision of
Dr. Lawrence Mouat and Mr. Wilbur Luick, advanced public speaking inatructors, for the purpose of
giving all students an opportunity
te.henr outstanding student speakers.
Under the chairmanship of Mildred Taylor, Thursday’s forum
meeting will. give students an opportunity ,to question the speakers -they hear-. about our foreign
policy and especially about the
North Atlantic Pact.

Announcements
INTERNATIONAL STUDENTS
ORGANIZATION: Meeting tomorrow, 8 p.m., Student Y lounge,
220 S. Seventh street. Niels Nielson will speak on Denmark, Refreshments.
BLUE KEY: Executive meeting
10:30 a.m., Student
tomorrow,
Union.
DELTA PHI DELTA: Election
of officer Thursday, 7:30 p.m.,
room A-1. All members attend.
FLYING 20: Meeting tonight.
7:15, room 127.
ALPHA GAMMA and DELTA
PHI DELTA: Work exhibited at
Hale’s should be picked up at the
seminar before Wednesday afternoon.
ALPHA ETA SIGMA: Check
S.H.E. bulletin board for formal
and picnic sign-up sheets. ,
EPSILON PI TAU: Annual field
trip tomorrow. Sign up on Industrial Arts bulletin board. All ’industrial arts majors are invited.
LSA: The Rev. Alex Funke will
speak at tonight’s meeting, 7:304
Grace Lutheran church, Second
and Julian streets.
ATTENTION ENGLISH MAJORS: All students intending to
take the three hour EngUsh Comprehensive examination this quarter please report to the English
office, room H-28, by Wednesday
May 25.
INTERNATIONAL RELAa
Meeting today?
TIONS CLUB:
3:30 p.m., guest speaker Serge Al’
exandre Ponomareff.
Meet today"’
RIDING CLUB:
4:30 p.m., San Carlos and Seventh
streets.
Co-REC COMMITTEE: Meeting today, 4:30 p.m., far .corner of
the Student Union.
SPARDI GRAS EXECUTIVE,
Meeting today,
COMMITTEE:
3:341.. p.n14 Student Union.

The Student Council. has apId the
propriated $45 for.
R..ly committee-ASB sponsored
ng writing contest,, Ed Masher,
contest chairman.. apnounced, Friday.
There will be a first prize of
$13 and a second prize of $5 in
each division. Meatier said. Divisions are as, folloWs: first, hymns
and alma ,rnatiti,, songs; ,second,
k,ht songs; .third, noveltY songs
such as beer,thisking
The raffle" .64111011to alt- frestreed atudeats,ettaim,Jose State
college. A knowlkdge .of musk., Is
not -,aecessa.ry to .epter, Masher
ho desires
e<nphasbuid.....dotgeWe
t< :Molest *ivies, pe- his esqapoid-,
tion .unlY eeKtaet Mr. Harold M.
Johnson, room M-4, he said.
NVinning compositions will be
arranged by the -.Music alppartment for use at rallies and games,
Mosher said. Winners will be announced in-the Spartan, Daily.
Contest rules: 1. All -music arid
blies must be original. 2. All
music, to be judged, must be legilly written on music composition
paper. 3. At least one complete
part must be submitted, preferably for .piano. 4. All .music must
be submitted to the student ,b0dY
president’s office in the Student
Union by 5 p.m. June 16.
Anyone desiring more specific
information should leave a note
for Mosher in box "M" in the
Coop.

Lab. Job Opening

Serge , Alexandre Ponomareff,
San Jose Stek college student
born in, North, China, will speak
to the Intehational Relitions
club today in room 17 at 3:3(1 p.m.
on "China Itt War," Juan Ameglio,
IRC president Announced.

Ponomareff left China in 1945
to continua his education. He has
spent many, years in Central China. He Aired n Hankow at this
time and became familiar .with
Western education systems by
Attenc)lug English grammar school
mid a. German high school.
,Pon.onsareff. . will tell the club
of his personal experiences’ and
impreesions of China and the
great *Wiggle of the Chinese un-der foreign influence. He hopes to
give the IRC guests and members
a. akar yjaion into the facts that
concern the Chinese situation.
Juan Ameglio remarked, "this
will be. an :excellent opportunity
for any_ atiBbent interested in the
affairs in,China to present questions to. a person who has been
born and raised in China and able
to give first hand information."

&AICoordinates
Fall Homecomieg

Spartan Spinners ’Psych. Philosophy
Panel 10 DisCuss
Dance Ranchera
"The Relationship Between Phi"Ranchera," an Argentine colonial waltz, has been selected by losophy and Psychology" will be
the Spartan Sphmers folk dance the subject of a panel discussion
club as Its exhibition number for by faculty members of the Philthe Centennial Dance pageant.
osophy and Psychology departThe Spinners, directed by Dr. ments, in a joint meeting of the
and Mrs. Carl D. Duncan, will Philosophy club and Psi Chi,Wedpresent the waltz number during
to- Bela
the intercollegiate part of the ne,day evening, according
dance festival which will be held Baker, president of the Philosoon the .San, CarIog turf June 4 phy club.
from 34:30 p.m. Dancers will
The panel discussiat., to be held
be garbed in typical western cosat .7:30 p.m. ,in the Student Centumes.
will include. Dr. pox?,..ItotiinThree other exhihition,numbers ter,
have beep scheduled, for, the af- son and Dr. Arturo Faille of the
ternoon featival, accordipg tq Jack Philosophy ’department, and Dr.
Golden, Spartan Spinners public- Raymond Mosher, Dr. JorCooper,
ity director.,, The "Sara-Cats", a and Dr. Charles Telford of the
folk dance grouP of Los Gatos Psychology department.
and Saratoga residents, directed
by Miss Dorothy Frost, will preBaker declared that the meetsent a Mexican dance called "Las ing was open to all and expressed
Altenitas."
the .wish ,that .those, interested ,in
psychology or philosophy attend.
The San Francisco Folk Arts
members will demonstrate how to
dance Hawaiian style from a sitting position. Their dance is called
the "Nami Wale Na Wale" hula.
The fourth exhibition of the afternoon, the nature of which is
not yet known, will be perform Dancers from all Bay area colleges and universities are, expected to attend the festival, Golden
said.

The Student Activities board
will act as coordinator of Fall
There was a bird up in the StuHomecoming, it was announced dent Union the other day.. It flew
recently at a regular board meet- .the coop.
ing.

Sold Rented, Repaired

HUNTER-PETERSON
- EQUIPMENT COMPANY
71 E. SAN FERNANDO

IIAL.4214

In this role, the board will make
any suggestions it deems netessary to the Homecoming chairA full-time position for an ac- man, so. that all student body
credited laboratory technician is sponsored events may receive utavailable to any student who can most protection from social confill the requirements, Miss Alice flicts.
Chapman in the part-time emFall Homecoming has been defployment office announced today. initely set for Oct. 29, the day of
The job is in the office of a the COP game, according to Ed
local physician. For full informa- Masher. Rally committee member;
tion see Miss Chapman in the and a list of events including parpart-time employment office.
sules, appearance of Hollywood
stors.,and 01,1Ips lots, been drawn .
upior the event.

In Docto4LOffice

Two Ler ocliT,t4ou:ts
For’ ’Sptiagiltgain’

Tryouts for two leads in "Spring
Again" will be held at.4430 p.m.,
June 9 in the Little Theater, Director John R. Kerr announced
recently.
Only students attending ’Summer Session are eligible to try
out. The roles are Halstead Carter and Nell Carter. Copies of the
play are available in the Reserve
Book room.
Mr. Kerr explained that the
reason for the early tryouts was
because of the large role each
lead portra.ys._ Tryouts _foe the.remainder of the cast will be held
the first day of Summer Session.
The three-act comedy by Isabel
Leighton and Bertram Bloch will
be -the first of .the ossUeee’s. ix
Summer Session plays.

Stolen Car Comes
Back In A Hurry
SACRAMENTO, May 23(UP)
A Sacramento car owner had
his stolen auto hack Fridady before he even knew it was missing.
Charles Strate recognized the
car of his father-in.law, Fred Albright, but not the driver as he
was riding Jan a city bus. He got
off the bus, halted the oar, took
the name and address of the 17year old youth at the wheel and
relieved him of the vehicle.
Albright’s daughter, Mrs. Strate
was just phoning the police to report the car was missing when
her husband drove it home, Police
trrested the. thiet troar Strate’s
inforrpation.

-771?
WPC) .WILL BE
QUEEN
of the

In’ regular’busineis meeting, the
board approved the .following applications for social event’s:
Jtme 8: AWS activity banquet.
Sept. 24: Dance sponsored by
the class of ’50 to be held in the
Men’s gym following the Santa
Clara- football game.

More Than Half
U.S. Men Childless
LOS ANGELES (UP) --Forty
per cent of the nation’s men are
responsible for most of its 3,000,000 babies a year, a doctor said
Friday.
Dr. Edmond J. Farris. researcher on human fertility and executive director of the Wistar Institute, Philadelphia, said 30 percent of men are hopelessly sterile.
The other 30 per cent may at
some time father a child.
"Our figures show that 10 to
.17 per cent of. all marrlod couples
are childless," be said.
He reported his findings to a
convention here of the American
Urological Association.
Neither age, physical fatigue
nor excessive drinking makes any
difference in fertility, Dr. Farris
said. But he said sexual excesses
do lower it.

ANDREE’S
Ranchburgern
Hamburger on a
French bun with
French fried
Potatoes.
GRANDIH

MILITARY BALL?
Andree’s Drivenin
..Watch This Space,

t 4

SAN CARLOS & ALMADEN

initswitimigame411111M1111.18.

"DANCE PARADES’
MARRY JAMIS
Lit BROWN
FIANKII CARLE
GINS KRUPA
XAVIER CUOAT
DUKI ILLINGTON

SONNY GOODMAN
WOODY HERMAN
CLAUDI THORNHILL

COLUMBIA RECORDS

SOO Your Dealer Today!
Sea tow*. "Cohn.O."

Roc U. S. Pet ot

Gra

Madca
Heber’s a goin’--Girls!

to
WARD’S

You don’t need -a rope
to get your men
for

Tropical Art
has a!1 the lures to go with your costurge
EXOTIC PERFUMES

HOOP & DANGLE EARRINGS

"BARBARY COAST"
"FLOWERS OF INDIA"

LEISHULA SKIRTS

"INSPIRATION"

BRAlIELETS

..

To anyone who misses this mad con
letic, historical, and what-not exhibitions,
3rchestras, we offer our heartfelt condol(
but OH so sorry!.

4)4.40/11/44001,..
Everything for SPARDI GRAS
Montgomery-Ward offers you a complete

"MAD"

PENDANTS

Not for nothing have the various or
, plasma into froth over the 1949 Spardi
ises to offer the most scintillating enter ta
Carlos turf.

With, one of seven of nature’s mo St
me-fatales reigning over costumed 49
with such delirium-born contests as "f a,
me,’ "Look for the Loot," and this ma te
Profs" wiping from the face of Washir gl
dignity, 1949 Spardi Gras should reach th

SPARDI GRAS

COLORED BEADS

We Offer Condolen4

variety of
Low Prices for Your Budget

Tropical Art Shop
10 E. SAN FERNANDO

MONTGOMERY-WARD
and Company
160 S. First Street

San Jose
BALLARD 2361

YOU STRIKE
IT RICH WITH

Golden State
it’s always Spardi Gras
time et the

DUTCH MILL
Gold can’t buy better food
TRY OUR

HOME COOKED DINNERS
goiden Slate

Hailing from San Leandro is fan, Frown.
choice of Kappa Alpha and Kappa Kappa E
queen, come Ju.le 3. This petite lass stands 5’
the neighborhood of 110 lbs. For Other possit
readers to her campaign posters wherefrom so,

Products Used Exclusively
Open 6:30 a.m. to 11 p.m.

DINE - DANCE

183 E. SAN FERNANDO
LCA and Doha Zeta are sponsoring a darkeyed, dark-haired, curvaceously designed lassie named GLORIA CATHEY for the Spardi Gras throne. Th newly 21
queen of .the April 29 puthcrt relays is a gift to the SJSC campus scent from San
Francisco. GLORIA spends her spere tim indulging in skiing, tennis, iceskting.
and fishing. It is also rumored that she knows what that swimming suit is for
but to do ixe.

Wide Selection

NEVER HAD IT THIS GOOD!

of Popular

FABRICS
for
SPARDI GRAS

Costumes
,

MEN’S WESTERN

FLOOR SHOW!

PORTABLE RADIOS
16.95 up

9:30

\NATIONkDOU.AR STORES
San Jose

COMPLETE LINE OF HOME APPLIANCES ON CONVENIENT TERMS

Central Home and Auto Supply
Second and West San Carlos

1

with JOE TOMASELO

Portable radios for the summer outings
by ADMIRAL and MOTOROLA
Compact sets with excellent tone quality
in sturdy attractive C#1144

JEANS and SCARFS

Columbia 821

At the Beach or in the Home

at ,

LOW PRICES

140 South First Street

Gadgets that work
by
.
Electricity

an

Sr1
Jus: South of San Jose or

Ballard 364

MEI

C

Iras on at) for ’4
Norris’

folences---

e various committees been whipping their
49 Spardi Gras. The June 3 fiasco promiting entertainment ever to grace the San

:

oture’s most delightfully engineered fern.
turned 49’ers in surreyed splendor, and
ests as "Race for Gold" "Coolie Harrold this master -nonsense about "Mumbling
of Washington Square any semblance of
ould reach the pinnacle in howling success.

his mad conglomoration of contests, athexhibitions, beans, beards, and 14-piece
tfelt condolences. You’ll be safe, buddy,

.4 (;td mine of
Fine Food !

ger your

You don’t have to search
any further than the
Burger House.

COSTUME ., MATERIAL
10%

"Your hamburgers and hot
apple pie:are delicious."
"Swell coffeeand only 5c!"

10%

discount

Everybody’s tellin9 us

Drop in to see us and you’ll discover

We’ve got the snack
that brings you bock!

Norri s’

ye olde burger house

San Jose’s Store for Yardage
BALLARD 264

268 S. FIRST STREET

Between 8th and 9th

388 E. Santa Clara

seseiew.......eireeismi.emseessi.e

.;ning your partner to the left
/111 get set, Note prominade !

The Flower of the Ball.
with Flowers
by

tan, b,ownhaird MARY LYNN BRANDT, the
a Kappa Gamma for the role of Spardi Gras
iss stands 5’ 41/2" in her bare feet and weighs in
Other possible interesting statistics we refer the
herefrom som 9ukeeve may be meek.
-

VCE - ROMANCE
36 E. San Antonio

Ballard 919

.

.

and

America’s Most
Unique
Theatre Restaurant

,HOWS
9:30

12:30

MASELO and His Orch.

.

NANCY MARTIN, one of the most outstanding coeds on San Jose’s campus.
is being sponsored jointly by Kappa Alpha Theta and DTO. She is a sophomore
educetion major mad hails from Oakland. As you can plainly sec NANCY is an
ideal queen to reign over this Spardi Gras festivities with the golden hair and
blue eyes. She isnot onl, beeutiful but she is also will known for her vivacious
perscsnlity.

0/

Jhoeil

Jeafing

on Jose on Almaden Road

Spardi Gras

wax .

from bobby pins to a wheelbarrow, Kress
serves the wants of all its friends, not only in
Sae Jose, but in aft of America’s great cities.
It is with pleasure, then, tloat Kress serves the
students of San Joe State in helping them
prepare for their spectacular, fun filled, and
colorful

Headquartpr’s for
all Special gear

GRANT’S
COSTUME JEWELRY
DRESS MATERIAL
BLUE JEANS
WESTERN SHIRTS
SCARFS

cpardi gra4

or

See our complete assortment of

Compliments of

BUM

CLEMENTINES
STEPPIN’ OUT
for

and

AND COMPANY
170 South First Street

ESS
San Jose

Ready-to-wear

W. T. GRANT
146 S. FIRST STREET

CO.

SAN *JOSE

L4c WINS AGAIN

Stafers -Take Series

Spartans AreSixth
At Medestotelays

Spartan Nine Wins
CCAA Championship

By CARL ENDRRWOOD
MODESTO-The University of
Southern California continued its
dominance over Pacific Coast
track opponents Saturday night as
they piled up 581/2 points to win
the eighth annuli)* California Relays. Sitanford finished second
Following were
with 27 1-3.
UCLA, 26; Oklahoma A. & M.,
29; Olympic Club 19 2-3 and San
Jose State 12 5-6.-sixth in the
collegiate and seventh in the open
division.
Stanford’s freshman ’quad won
the junior college -freshman division with 32 markers. San Jose’s
frosh team finished fourth with
16.
San Jose’s varsity eindeemen
fared from bad to worse in the
track events but came through for
a number of A-1 performancrs on
the field.
Mel Martin, school record holder at 6 ft. 6 7-16 in., snapped out
of a bad slump to tie for first in
the high jump at 6 ft. 4 in. with
Connie Kazarinoff of the Olympic
Club and Stanford’s Gay Bryan,
Kazarinoff, a San Jose graduate
student who has been jumping
for over lien years, cleared. 6-4 by
almost two inches and was over
6 ft. 6 in. on ,bia final leap but
hit the bar as he came down.
George’Mattos climbed to his
ail -time high in the pole vault of
’ 14 ft. 1 in.; tying for second with
Olympic team member Bob Richards. U.S.C.’s John’ Montgomery
soared 14 ft. 7 1-4 in., the highvault in the country
est
this year.

San Jose State Downs Bulldogs
,To.Bag First Baseball Crown
By CLIFF DANIELS
Sew Jose. State’s first CCAA beseball title in league.history. was
garnered by +he, local nine Saturday. afternoon in the San Jose Municipa t’stedium when they came from -f behind to beat Frosts Stet,
13-8 in -the nightcap of doubleheader.
Spartan chucker, Pete. Mesa, spotted the Bulldogs eighttstons in

FiveGoeneMinner,

Lose Opener

PETE MESA, San Jose State
his fifth Win
.kihrteri Wh. ’hung
Onithast no defeats lit ("CAA play
gmoo.,day by
dawning Fresno
Ntatm.,13..8.

GrefS

’wary ;Today
Sparta’s first annual Penthalon
championship commences at 4
pm. today at Spartan field, ac miding to Bud Winter,
track
mentor. The high jump will start
the contest today with the 100yard dash scheduled for the same
time tomorrow.
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MacCARTY, BARITEAU LEAD IN FINALS

Golfers Take (Lead
In All’Tour
ents

sy JACK% RUSSELL
- Event.direc-tion, you.leoked over the weekend San Jose State’s
’,Meanwhile his teammates were
golfers were setting the pace for *he pack. On three different fronts
climbing all over three San Joa.
quin valley hurlers for 13 tallies, Coach Eddie Duino’s Gold and White shirted charges were exhibitmade on 11 safeties.
ing their’ links Skin to a trailing group of the best amateurs in Nor: Friday afternoon, Bob Santos’ ’thorn California. irlere are some of the illittskights.
afid company ba-insuredd.
themselves of at least a deadlock with
Fresno for the bunting by scoring a 21-6 victory. Three ’Bulldog
pitchers were victims ’OA this murderous 15 bingle onslaright.

4outdoor

Weedy Lino copped second apord
111,11141411setne with a heave of 16(0
-flb41-1140., trailing Fortune tiordien
Olympic Club who flipped
abs:TIS ft. 3 in.
,
In the broad jump the Spartans.
Ronnie Ware got off one of los
better jumps of the season, hitting
23 ft. 2 3-4 in. to earn third place,
Bryan took another first* for the
Inftlahi ’With a. .241 ft.’ t in. leap.
BoSrd .Porch got one out 199 ft.
2-trt. in the javelin, his top effort ,44. the campaign, for fourth
spot. Martin Hike hit the winners circle with a. great toss of
228 ft..11 in.

the first frame In five walks and
four hits, hut then settled dawn to
blank the visitors on only two hits
during the six ,rentalaing frames.

6

Ralph Romero had a chance to
cinch the championship in the SatUrday -custain .raiser, but he fell
heir to a streak of bad luck in the
third inning when eight Bulldogs
crossed ’the plate. Additional: invader runs came in the first and
seventh frames, making the final
read 11-10 for Fresno.
!The Spartans fought an uphill
hsttle which saw them rack up
aline runs in the last three in sings but their spirited rally fell
short of the mark.
After Fresno’s eight run inning
at the expense of Mesa in the final series game and the champion.
ship deciding contest, the Spartans slowly began to cut down the
margin.
State Scores

qr

r

Varsity Netmen [nu
\SeasonWith 9-0 Wirt
,Over Fresno State
San Jose State’s tennis learnt
closed out , its dual -meet Beeson,
Saturday with a convincing 9-0
victory over the Fresno State
Bulldogs .at Spartan City.
The win marks the second,
straight CCAA triumph for Coach
Ted Mternby’s netters over the
Bulldog crew. The local netmen
will now concentrate on .the annual. Inter-school tennis tours.
meat to be held this week.
The Spartan -junior varsity tennis squad ran into tougher opposition Saturday and dropped an 8-1
decision to the San Francisco
State j.v.’s, Bob Castle was the
lone Gold and .White winner. Jeremy Carlson was the only other
Spartababe to win a set from the
smooth -stroking Gator. squad. Dick
Russo, Gene .Wilkinson, Ray Fish,.
and Carl Linder were the other,
State junior players,
Results of the Fresno varsity
match:
Gene Franco (SJS) d. Maurice
Donellan (FSC) 6-1, 6-2.
Ed Terry 1SJS) d. Lewis Davis
(FSC) 6-2 6-1.
Chet Bulwa (SJS) d. John Ha.’
vin (FSC) 10-8, 6-4.
Bob Phelps (SJS) d. Dick Enghrecht (FSC) 0-6, 6-0, 6-3.
Jim Cruze (SJS) d. Ted Brindt,
(FSCI 1-6, 7-5, 8-6.
Keith Nelson (SJS) d, Ed MinCI 6.4, 6-7.
Doubles
Franco and Terry (SJS) d. Davis and Havin fFSC) 6-3, 6-2.
Bulwa and
Phelps 1SJS ) d.
Donellan and Engbrecht (FSCI
6-0. 6-1.
Cruze and Nelson SJS) d. Mincy and Brendt 1FSC1 6-2, 6-1.

1. \WarreiriMacClarty pulled into the.limiliinithe 23rd Santa Cla-

ch"QPi’an"
ra CceuntY’switeut
ship at:tha San Jose Country club
oanbesailittil
eCanrtY"lad :of, 69
to head ;thei husittfietid going into
late Sunday’s final round.
’ 2. Eli Eariteau moved,lato :the
finals ,of the tentruntbiglavitatIonal
Golf, tonininonsa held sib, Saw ateo. .liariteattodelcated Tal- Smith
of Alameda,Lap over. Wholes on
Saturday. Ell is meeting Jim Mo.
’inert, San Francisco policernan in
the finals. lifolimri. squeaked past
Bob Silvestri, 1 ay.
3. San Jose State’s six man
team walloped the San Francisc
Police golfers 28-8 at the San -Jose
Country club Friday afternoon.
Warren MacCarty sparked the
Spartans with a 72, Capt. Howard
Verutti was close behind with a
74.

Tennis Entries
Due at Gym Today

a

t

These are only the highlights
from the weekend’s .golfing scene.
The other members of- Spaita’s
national championship team were
shooting some mighty fine.golt in
their own right.

Tom Okagaki lined to second to
open State’s initial appearance at
Ruskin Shepperd was only two
the plate, Earl Wright then greetstrokes behind teammate. Mac ed Fresno pitcher Earl Smith with
Carty in the Santa Clarasimateur
an infield single and took second
tourney. Sheppard.-was in third
on a had throw by Shortstop
place, bracketed with pre -tournBourdet. Don Lopes smashed a I
The only San Jose squad . to
ament favorite Ernie Pieper, with
Entries eara palate In accord - double against the
scoreboard
place in the relay events was the
a score of 71.
mile relay quartet of Bob Nic- anew With the height...distance or scoring Wright. Mel Stein was hit
olai,Hank Plymire, L. W. Hall, time they’ nalIkatee’ in a granitic by a pitched ball.
The sixth spot in the field of
and Stu Inman who finished third! event, For example, a man run 180 golfers, largest in county amAfter Bob Wuesthoff flew to
ning
!a
ili
half
mile
would
rebehind College of Pacific and
ateur history, was held by Capt.
eeive lab paints, or a leaser num- eenterfleld, Dave McCarty walked,
Preen State.
Howard Verutti. Verutti turned in
ber in accordwace. with the ’time filling the bases, Dean Dile, was
a card of 74 for the opening round.
safe on an error b second
In she dgesaad e144) sprint Ine. litriattains.
man Zenimura, Lopes sea
lays-clbe’llipartans looked g1NMI
Bill "Oogie" Ogden, Sacramento
"No varsity trackster has an in- Will Concklizr,theas walked, forfor two lair, but poor bathe-pasclosely trailed his capsophomore,
side
of
the
championship;
an
uncing across Stelae with the third
sing fantasied them tram ’oaten tain with a 73. Ross Smith, last
Hen. famesaalisoked terrific as he known could walksoff with first and final run. Mesa-fanned toond
of State’s stylists, ran Into a bit
fhed the serond lap of the IMO place honors and the trophy the the rally.
of trouble hut posted a 78 over the
event in a seemly- second spot, but school is giving the winner," in- -The Spartans, who -racked., up
tricky fairways. .
forms-the
track
otiarcie-About
150
-on the Antal-lap sc-lest pass tram
two runs in the second fraMe,
men
in
one
physical
education
Hall caused Bobby Crowe to drop
NP
class have already started their went ahead to stay in the thtrd.
the baton.
contests and a number of late en - Giles was handed a free pass to
Spartan grapplers have won
Crowe took a third place in the tries are anticipated when the open festivities. Concklin followed
two league titles outright, 1939
him with another of the same.
open 100 yard dash, won by Bob event gets underway today.
and 1941, and tied twice with
Mesa struck Out. Okagaki looked
Work of UCLA in 9.8. Crowe was
4.
San Diego State, 1940 and 1948.
definitely tight, however, because
over four balls, and the bases
of seven false starts.
were jammed.
Coach Tom (7ureton’s yearling
In the Junior college and freshbaseball team dropped a 7-3 game
Spartans Take Lead
man division, Warren Eisenberg
Wright was safe on a fielder’s Saturday to the University of Calran away with the open 100 in
Edwards
freshmen at
choice. Giles checking in. Lopes ifornia
10 flat to chalk up a first place
Entries for the annual Spring forced
right at second, Conck- Field,
for the San Jose State frosh. Bob Quarter Tennis tournament must lin
The Spartan fkeahmen were unscorin
Okagaki then tallied
To fit any car
$39.95
Jones, also a Spartan yearling, be turned in to Coach Ted Mumby
on Stein’s
w; and Wuestheff ’able Iti *We th slants of Rob
took another first as he set a new in the Physical Education
office brought both’-Lopes and Stein filing, ,former Mission High school
California Relay’s record in the today.
into right pitcher, who allowed only five
home on his single
discus of 144 ft. 2 in.
, hits Shaeof the blows was a home
field.
San
Jose
students and facAll
The San Jose 440 relay quartet
run by. Leon Papkoff in the third
Okagald
play.
Lopes
ta
A
triple
ulty members are eligible to enter
of Clay Stapleton, Conrad Mendthe event. Entry blanks must be to tilles featured San Jascie.de- inning.
enhall, Frank Buxton, and WarTom Burch started the game for
fensIve play la this contesta.11owren Eisenberg crossed the finish accompanied with a 50 cent entry man and Curley had walked for the Spartlets but was batted from
fee.
and Television
line in third position.
Fresno In the fourth Inning, and the box in tiro third inning by the
57 So. 4th
Col 8615
Everyone entered will be in the Sachsc then cracked a low liner Cal attack, led by Al Neufeld,
open tournament. Players defeat- to Lopes who started the three-ply Bear catcher.
ed by those who reach the final killing.
round will play in a consolation
Saturday’s line scares: ’
bracket. Players defeated in the
A PENNY EARNED
PENNY SAVED
Fresno
100 080 200-11 12
first round will compete in a sepSan Jose 000 010 225-10 11
arate tournament.
Welton, Abo (91,-Luricer and BIFreshmen will also be entered ami; Romero and Denevi.
in a separate tournament, even Fresno
6,
Buttons sewed onRips and tears repaired
800 000 0-- 8
though they may be competing in San Jose
325 120 x--13 11,
Close to College Close to town
the open, consolation, or first Smith, Oxandaboure (3), AbCi
Ours
round defeated brackets.
EIGHT CONVENIENT LOCATIONS
(41 and Abbott, Biamo (4); Mesa ’
A cup will be awarded to the and McCarty, Denevi 161.
275 E. William
1199 Franklin - Santa Clara
winner of the open while San Jose 25-29
S.
Third
Sheet
Malt,
Plant
Bollard 60
State medals will be given the losSpartan trackmen scored 733/4
234 Willer
3326. Sesta Chore St
1740 Pori Avii.
er of the consolation, and to the !points in winning the CCAA track
It W. San Antonio St
24th and Santa Clara St.
1335 Lincoln
winner and runner-up of the first- Ititle in 1948. San Diego State
Ward 8334
pound elimination play.
.wa-socond with 391/3.
.11WinlieNna
Winter says that a contestant
doesn’t have to be at the track on
the day a specific event is. ached.
Wed, but if classes interfere, the
participant can compete his misted event on another day.

fi

Frosh Ballplayers
Lose to Cal Cubs

NEW MOTOROLA
RADIOS
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PORTABLE RADIOS
$13.95!
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AWE MA", Coidernme: Delegate& Bob- !Akins Atcepts- Social :Affairs Committee Soloodaies.
Pair of WeeknigKaances forrJuog
Ditoss:ktiiities;. Projects. at 0144,.. Athletic Teaching
Jobin C6nal Zone Hort/bake Praises.
Reports .from delegetes attending the Tri-oollege-AWS’ConfCrenco-,et COP recently highligMed the regular meeting of AWS
Wednesday.
Marian Boll; Marilyn Zoller and Joan Mewl* reporiod to, the
group. Colleges represented at the conference were Collage of
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Pacific, Fresno State college and
San Jose State college.
"Mainly we pooled our ideas
concerning AWS, and compared
our own activities and service
projects with those on other campuses," the delegates announced.
Several new ideas for programs
and projects were brought back
for use on the SJSC campus, but
announcement of these will be
made at a later date.
The annual AWS fashion show,
to be held this year in conjunc.
tion with Spardi Gras, was also
under discussion at the meeting.
The show, under the direction of
Marian Swanson, will compare
centennial costumes with modern
day dress.

Dr. Rhodes Shows
Death Valley- Pics
To 80 Professors
Eighty members of the American Association of University Professors were shown colored slides
of Death Valley scenes by Dr.
Robert Rhodes on Thursday in
room L 210.
According to Dr. Gertrude Cavins, one of the first instructors
of the West Coast Ndture School,
about 150 slides were shown de,
picting natural sights and students ,at work in the different
phases of nature study. According
to her, this was the 30th trip taken by the’, West Coast Nature
School since it was started in 1931
by Dr. Vietor Peterson.
Dr. Harrison Heath, chairman
for the local AAUP chapter, wishes to announce that there will be
one more meeting of the group
this quarter on June 9. "This,"
he stated, "will be a business
meeting to adopt oulrevised constitution."

Delta Nu Prepares
Home Ec. History
Delta Nu Theta, women’s honorary Home Economics group, are
preparing a history of the Home
Ec department at San Jose State
college as a project, according to
Miss Lynch, the group’s adviser.
"I doubt if we ’will be able to
do more than lay the ground work
this year," Miss Lynch said, "for
it will probably take between one
and a half to two years to complete."
The balk Is being written at the
request of Dr. Margaret Jones,
head of the Home Ec department.
Miss Helen Mignon, instructor
1 of Home Economics, has been at
SJSC the longest of anyone on
the staff, and she will prove invaluable with advice and assistance she can lend the group, Miss
Lynch added.
Gayl Quinn, senior Home Ec
major from Hayward, Calif is
president of the club for upper
division students, which requires
a "B" average.

Engineering Society.
Holds Night Meet*
The Engineering society will
meet Weelnesday night, May 25,
at 7:30 pm., in the Student Union,
announced George Cashman, publicity director for the society.
"The meeting is in line with our
general policy of holding at least
one night meeting each quarter to
give all Engineering society members an opportunity to attend,"
Cashman said.
In urging all members to attend
the meeting, Casliman said .that
final plans for participation in
Spardi Gras and the annual malt
beverage bust at Alum Rock park
will be discussed.
A guest speaker and - refreshments will complete the evening’s
agenda.

Rev. Funke Speaks
To Lutheran Ass’n
The Rev. Alex. Funke, traveling
secretary for the German student
Christian movement, will speak to
the San Jose State college Lutheran Student association Monday
night at 7:30 in Grace Lutheran
church Second and Julian streets.
Lutheran students and their
friends are invited to attend, Larry Stein, president of the group,
announced yesterday.
Rev. Funke will remain In the
United States until October, 1849.
He will speak to other California
LSA groups this month.
Purpose of his iSit is to further
an understanding of student Christian work in Germany and to
build closer ties between Lutheran
students in America and Germany.
Refreshments will be served following the speech.

Chem. Students File
Students wishing to take Chemistry 1C during Summer Session
are asked to file with Miss Mildred Cady, Summer Session secretary, in rOOM 12.0B.
The staff will determine if there
is enough call for Chemistry 1C
to justify the formation of the
summer class.

Commerce Majors
Called* Profs.
Commerce students who plan to
take Business Practices during
Summer Session are asked to see
Prof. E. W. Atkinson or Prof.
M. D. Wright before June 1. Commerce secondary students who
plan to no student teaching nest
fall must see Prof. Atkinson befor June 1.

Ity MARLIN ALLEN
Robert Uldns, only Olympic
competitor in San Joie State college history, recently accepted the
position of athletic instructor at
Balboa Heights in the Panama
He and his wife,
Canal Zdne.
Phyllis, and two young sons, Jack
and Bob, .will leave’ here Aug. 1.
Through Informatiem received at
the Placemeatefitee.he contacted
Mr. Lawrence ieldisom, supertik
tendene of. American schools in
the -sone.area.Telanson toured the
United States earlier...this year in
aa efter*.to fill’ Vacated positions
in hle-scheel ’systemic and Llkins
was chewer over "many other applicants In other parts of the
counh.y."
Liking feels-forttmate in having
been chosen, because of higher
wages paid teachers in this area
and Itecause of eneeilent possibilities for advancement. Students
he will instruct will be, for the
most part, children of persons employed in civil serVice positions.
Main athletic events at Balboa
Heights high school where Likins
will teach are swimming and badminton.

Industrial .Arts
Department Here

The Industrial Arts department
of SJSC has been pointed out as
one, of 12 teacher training institutiona in the country "presenting a
supeiier program" by Dr. R. Lee
Hornbnite, who is making a study
of teaching programs in the United States, according to Dr. Heber
A. Sotzin, Industrial Arts department head.
Dr. Horehalte, of the ITnIversity of Maryland, is making a study which incladeis five separate
phases of teacher training. They
tires
1. The goals of tudent teaching.
2. The evaluati ,n of student
teaching.
3. The experfeb,ce to precede
and follow student teaching.
4. The
teaching experience of practiced teachers.
5. The administration of student teaching.
Prof. James E. Stevenson and
Dr. Heber A. Sotzin, both of the
Industrial Arts departmerd; are
cooperating in this nationwide
survey.

Under terms of his agreement
he and his family will take ith
them 8700 pounds -of furniture,
without cost; and will move Into
a comfortable home with a monthly rent payment of approsimately
"The idea persisting on tho
$28. All transportation expenses
will be taken care of by the school campus that a student can have
as many unexcused absences in a
district.
class as the course has units, IS a
Johnson tbld Bob at the time myth."stated Dr. Harrikoh-Heath
of his interview that the yearly recently. "The theory of attendturnover of teachers in his district ance is that any unexcused abwas rarely less than 25 per cent. sence,affects a student’s sgrades
Every application by an Ameri- and scholastic standing."
can college graduate, with the
Dr: Heath explained that the
proper credentials,is studied very policy 8f granting unexcused abclosely.
,
sences eqUalplit the number of
units in a course before any’ credit is lost may be in use at Oilier
schools, but it is not the cam here.
- Dr. Heath went on to say that
this point needed clarification beR. P. Shields, manager of the cause of the reaction to a recent
Vets Administration office in San announcement made which stated
Francisco, sent out a news release
that trial students who have four
recently saying? "Veterans plan- unexcused absences in one class
ning to take summer courses un- or ten absences in all will be
der the GI Bill should be sure
subject to dismissal.
their eligibility is currently effective."

Dr. Heath Clarifies
Cuffing Situation

"Our experimental- dance last
Wednesday night was a ouceenk."
Miss Brisbin reported. "Therefore
we are sponsoring two more. The
schedule for the rest of the quarter is so hill with Spardi . Gras
and other activities that we can
work in only two dances."
Kenny Larson will be, general
chairman for both dances, Barbara Kinst wilt be chairman for
the June 8 dance and Pat Gardiner will be hr charge of the one
scheduled for June ilk
Music for the dances will be
"off the record", and ASB ,card
holders will be admitted free, Miss
Brisbin said.
Frank Darian will be master of
at the Spardi Gras
dance, it was announced at a recent meeting of the committee.

ceremonies

The KSJO disc jockey of "Cell
13" fame will introduce the queen
at the dance.

SJSC lA Courses
Impress Emerson
Dr. Lynn A. Emerson, head of
the department of industrial education at Cornell university, was
impressed with the SJSC industrial arts courses during his recent visit here, according to Dr.
Heber A. Sotzin, Industrial Arts
department head.
Dr. Emerson is now on a,nationwide tour studying occupational
training with particular emphasis
on courses at the junior college
level. Formerly director of industrial arts and education at Yonkers, N.Y., Dr. Emerson is on leave
rrom his position at Cornell uni-

Vets Affairs

The directive added that if a
vet is newly married or has a recent addition to the family, he
should have birth certificates
and/or marriage license handy
when trying to collect -maximum
subsistence. These must be certified and put on file with the VA.
Unfortunately, payment of the
added subsistence for dependents
may not be made prior to the
time such documents are received
by the Vets Administration.
All -veterans planning to attend
a n o t her college this Summer
should visit the Veterans Information office as soon at passible
to arrange for supplementary letters of ’eligibility.
Mrs. Mae Barton, who made
this announcement, said there is
less likelihood of delay in payments if this is done promptly.

For vets who miss VA announcements that appear in the
Spartan Daily, the Veterans Information office, room 32, has put
up a bulletin board beside their
door.
The bulletin board win be kept
the up to date on all veterans’ af.
Three San Jose State college with Strouse as "end-man"
students will appear in the San minstrel group.
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Two more. weekrnight
are being planned* by the Slue*
affairs committee. one tor June ti
and the other for June 13, Betty
Brisbin, chairtnan, said yesterday.

Tulare School
Districts Merge

SACRAMENTO, May 23--111P-1
The State Assembly passed a
bill Friday permitting merger of
the high school district in Tulare
with the junior college district.
The measure by Sen. J. Howard
Williams, R., Porterville, now goes
to the governor for signature,
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OFFERS DAILY SPECIALS TO SJ STUDENTS
FOR
ONLY

650

INCLUDES
COFFEE - BREAD

MON.

TUES.

WED.

Spaghetti
and Meat Balls

Ham Hocks
and Lima Beans

’Hamburger
Loaf

FRI.

THURS.

-Hot Beef
Sandwich

Creamed Tuna
on Toast

S411r.
Special of
the week’s
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Un-Tuned Hormones
May Be Cancer Cause

Promoter Proposes SEC To Offer
Group Honeymoons Courses in WIWI

Newman Club Hall
Open Twice Week

"The doors of Newman club will
be openfrom 1-5 p.m. on Tuesday
Pty PATRICIA CLARY
The first two courses in
and Thursday this week for NewUP Staff Correspondent.,
proposed Wildlife ConserVat
manites and Catholic students ot
LOS A NC E LES (UP) -- A hon- department at San Jose State c 1 - San Jose State college," said Preswill be offered next- fall.
eymoon-by-the-hundred Yetis ’launBy PAUL F. ELLISliege
ident Joe Garske.
ched today bj a promoter with cording to Dr. William Graf, he
U.P. Science Writer
Dancing, ping-pang,
the idea that newlyweds don’t of the Zoology department.
and bowling are forms of recreNEW YORK, (UP) --The funcwant to be alone. The couple In the
"A lower division course in
will be available for
human
tion of hormones in a
honeymoon hideaway would be a Wildlife Conservation and an p- ation which
visiting
the club.
students
mubody is similar to that of
happier couple with plenty of per division course in Game M
Garske added. -If you are i’t in
sicians in a symphonic orchestra.
agement will be the first st
Funds collected in the World company, Wesley Oliver sable..
the mood for games, bring your,
He believed the bride and ,groom towards the new curricula,"
r,
In each case, they must per- Student Service Fund drive totalbooks to the club and do some stunewlyweds
around
need
to
other
Graf said, "The full details c
form togetherin tune.
ed $1,000.31 up to noon Friday,
Study facilities are also
dying."
WSSF chairman Marsh Pitman remind them that a honditioon cerhing the proposed program
to be found in the newly decoratei.
An out -of-tune musician spoils
happen to anybody. They need an this new department will be
announced..
club building.
the symphony in music. A hor.
There are still some organiza- impartial third party to takt pic- leased shortly," he added.
mone can do the same thing to
Monsignor Maher, head of St.
tures.
They
need
an
unruffled
tions which have not turned in
Dr. Graf win instruct, both
the symphony of human health.
Patrick’s parish of San Jose, is
their envelopes and tags. Pitman guardian to take care of their res- the new courses, the lower di
scheduled to he on hand tomorrowIn cancer cases, .scientists at said. They are: Lambda Chi Al- ervations and make sure they talon class to be strictly le(t
" afternoon to answer any religious
the Sloan-Kettering institute for pha, Mu Phi Epsilon, Sigma Alpha catch the train.
while the Game Management el SS questions. Maher has spoken at
Nobody will get lonesome on
cancer research have found, the Epsilon, Kappa Alpha Theta, Wawill be almost entirely field wo k. Newman
gatherings in the past
Oliver’s
honeymoon
special.
A
hormones,
chemical substances chob hail, Theta Mu Sigma and
Prerequisites for the senior cou
produced by the sex and other Kappa Kappa Gamma. Organiza- train leaves San Francisco . and are general zoology and ecolo 3- and is a well-known figure to
Newman club members.
glayds, shift their normal pattern. tion representatives should return Los Angeles late in June on a After this year the Wildlife C
o
ne
stopping.
month’s
tour,
night
There is an overproduction by the envelopes and tags to the
nervation course will also be resome glands, and under produc- Graduate Manager’s office, room at Millionaire Glenn McCarthy’s quired.
night
In
New
Houston
one
hotel,
Blue Card Holders
tion by others. Furthermore, even 16, as soon as possible, Pitman
"Although We have not o ficOrleans, two nights In Washingsome "strangers" get into the said.
ially been offering any s
’fie
Need, Interviews
Payments on WSSF pledges also ton, three at New York ’s Wald- course
act.
leading ’to a deg
in
three
nights
a
t
Montorf-Astoria,
may be paid in the.Graduate Man.Wildlife conservation," Dr. Graf
real and one at Winnipeg.
’eshift" May Cause (sneer
"Blue card" students are reager’s office, Pitman added.
explained, "there are four nat- minded by Joe H. Weft, dean of
.
The scientists are particularly
The idea wasn’t received too enural
science
majors,
who
will
be
interested in the cancer discord,
student personnel -am; guidance,
thusiastically, however, by Dr.
entering the Wildlife field upon that they are sufbigct to disqualithat is, what shift or alteration Classes Suspended Paul Popenoe,
president of the
graduation and have obtained po- fication if they
in the excretion of hormone subto consul t’
American Institute of Family Resitions with the Department of promptly with inAttuctors, a Perstances occurs when cancer is For Rev. Thurman
lations. Popenoe said the old-fashFisheries
of
the
Game
commisforming or about to form. The
sonnel office counselon or a dean.
gave
The Reverend Howard Thur- ioned honeymoon -for-two
sion this summer. They are James
eVidence to date shows that a man, Pastor of the Church For marriage a better start.
This week has been set aside.
King. Ray Parna,.. -John Del Conte,
shift in a normal person’s hor- The Fellewship of All Peoples,
by the Personnel office for spec"The bride and groom," he said, and Bob Ekwall."
mime pattern may mean that he in San Francisco, will be featured "need rest, quiet and privacy."
ial interviews with students who,
is becoming susceptible to cancer. speaker for the Memorial Day
received blue. card notices, ,Dean
The exact pattern for healthy ceremonies to’ be held in the
Journalism Group West said.
oersons has not yet been deter- Morris Dailey auditorium Fricho, SJSC Flying Club
He advises students. receiving
mined, but it may be only a mat- May 27_ according to Mr. Claude
one blue card to see instructors;
Plans June Doings those receiving two or more cards
ter of time before medical science Settles, chairman of the program.
Mr. Settles stated that Rev - Takes Off Sunday
hormone "fingertell by’
Cil u
Final plans for June 4 and 11 to consult instructura. 41141. Abair
prints" whether an individual is erand Thurman gave an address
activities of the "30" club will dean or a Personnel office counThe
original
post-war
Flying
ally, 0 one or more types of hor- at SJSC during the war and is club which has been .in existence be discussed when the club meets selor. Libertil arts transfers shquld
see Dean Jay C. Elder before seemone or is producing one or sev- noted es an outstanding speaker. at San Jose
State since 1946 will tomorrow night at 7:30 in B67,
It will be the first time this
eriii types endangering his health.
according to Patricia Roan, pub- ing their instructors,
fold
its
wings
next
Sunday
with
quarter that classes will be sus a breakfast flight to Capitola, ac- licity chairman.
With such knwledge, medical pended for a special program.
’Pride went out on horseback,
cording to Torn Wall, chairman
June 4, the tonorary journalscience hopes to find ways to corof the event.
ism group will honor homecoming but came home on foOt.’.!_..
*met a "deficiency" in a particular
alumni at an Italian dinner. Roger ’
type of hormone or to provide Virginia Warren
"For the past two years we
Freeberg is in charge of arrangethe
restore
treatment that will
have held an annual flight to
ONE OF THE BAY AREAS
ments for the dinner which is to
New
Dog
proper hormonal balance. That is, Receives
Gilroy
or
Capitola,
and
since
we
,
be held at the Italian restaurant
get the Ut-of-tune or out -of -line,
are
closing
FINEST
up
shop
as
far
as
an
pieRKELEY. Cal., (UP) Viron San Augustine street at 8p.m.
"musician" back on the beam.
ginia Warren, blind University of organization goes, we plan on
Members sad g e irt s 1st Ike
Afri picytiumews
De Sloan-Kettering scientists California student, whose seeing making this a gala affair," Wall ’WI" club will tour the Ameriesn
said.
WAS poisoned, will be
are-not -sure whether the shift In eye dog
Weekly printing plant In San
._
riblenaT hormone patterns or ex- able to get a new one.
Plans call for leaving frmn.tke Francisco June 11. A sign up sheet
A one-week drive on the cam- Student Union at 7 a.m. Sunday is available in the Spartan Daily
Crotions is a cause of cancer, or
whether the shift results from pus raised $1,085 for the Guide and driving to the airport where office for those who wish to atcancer upsetting the proper func- Dogs for the Blind organization, the flyers will depart at will for tend.
tion of glands, such as the adren- which will buy another dog for Capitols. Wall promised that
Pat Dyer and Florence Taylor
als, in maufacturing the neces- Miss Warren.
those attending could be back in are planning the tour for the
sary hormones in the necessary
group.
1 San Jose by 11 a.m.
amount.
"Anybody around school who is
eCitime’ or ’Effect’ Undermined
interested in attending is inIn one test of hormones in exvited to do so," Wall explained.
LOST
tcretions from human beings, it
"all they have to do is see me
LOST: Blue and gold rimmed before Thurtday and let me know
was found that the strange "cancer" hormone was found in three glasses i,n brown case between of their intentions."
persons s,uffering high blood pres- Music building and Dutch Mill. If
sure, and in five persons suffer- found please return to Music secing a disease known as Cushing’s retary’s office. Need badly.
FOR SALE
Ss ndrome. The latter ailment is
Lapping up lunches or downing dinknown to be caused by acting -up
FOR SALE: Port able Capitol
SAN JOSE STATE COLLEGE
ners, the dandy people that ankles
adrenal glands Symptoms include record player. Excellent shape.
over -growth of hair and over- two years old. Price: $30. See it at
Entered as second class matter April 15,
into the Den sure can put away the
1934, at San Jew California, ender this act
production of fat. Patients, more- 1220 E. San Antonio evenings.
of March 3, 1679.
provender. No wonder! Its neat
over, had other hormonal abnorFOR SALE.: Fifty -pound ice
Full leased wire service of United Nets.
eatin’ at . . .
malities not included in the can- box. Good condition. Apply 359 N.
cer pattern.
-Press of the Glob* Printing Company, 144S
’ 17th street.
South First Street, San Jos., California.
The test did show, however, that
FOR SALE: Used tuxedoes,.
36 W. SAN FERNANDO
Newspaper Publishers’
hormone excretions may be used excellent condition. Reasonably Member, Califonsia
Association.
to determine causes of other ill- priced. Better Used Garment .
nesses. Recently ,it was shown at shoppe, 42 E. William stree t.
the Mayo Clinic that persons suf- Phone Col. 9970-W.
fering rheumatoid arthritis could
FOR SALE: 1938 four -door
be helped by being administered
Buick sedan. Tip-top condition,
a substance manufactured by the
16 miles per gallon. Phone Bal.
adrenals and known as "compound
5696-M.
FOR SALE: 1942 Chevrolet
club coupe. Excellent condition
throughout. Reconditioned motor,
Take those vacation memories
Co-Rec Resumes
new paint, good tires, radio, heater. Phone Mountain View. York,home in pictures ’that vividly
Noon Recreation
shi
-2597 after 5 daily.
recall carefree, sunlit hours.
WANTED
Noon recreation will resume activities tomorrow from 12:30-1:30,
PORTLAND: Students to share
For the best in printsbring
aceording to Nora Lynch, Chair- expenses. Leaving Friday. May ’27,
man of the Co-Rec committee.
returning Monday, May 31. Conyour films to Webbs, headquarPing-pong, volleyball, and soft- nelly, C box, Coop.
ters for everything to give you
ball will be offered. Equipment
WARTrD: linion drummer for
will be checked out in front of the
six -piece combo. Call Hal. 6032-M.
better photographs.
Women’s gym to ASH card holdWANT TO SUBLET APT: For
summer. Leave not in Box D,
IIVERYTHING PHOTOGRAPHIC
"We thought that some sort of
Coop Donna and Phoebe.
recreation was needed for noon
GIRL TO SHARE ROOM:
hour, and we hope that students
IN SAN’ JOSE IT’S
will take advantage of Noon rec- summer. Kitchen and laundry
. priv. 448 S. 12th. Bal. 2591-J.
reation," Miss Lynch said.
IIELP WANTED
Ping-pong and softball will take
NEED SPARE CASH?
Art
place on the Sam- Carlos turf, and
volleyball games will be played students to sketch at Los Gatos
66 SOUTH 1st. ST 603 ALMADEN AVE.
between the barracks on the San BRW Fiesta, June 25. Call Mrs.
Kinney, 665 Los Gatos,
Carlos side.
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